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Remembering Life in Hubli, Karnataka 

by Mary Lou Pass Andrews 

 

Mary Lou (Pass) Andrews and Connie (Sherman) Hankins were assigned to the 

Mahilavidyapeeth, a boarding school for harijan girls in Hubli, Dharwar District, (Mysore) 

Karnataka. They arrived in the hot summer of 1963 and left in early 1965. They were part of the 

Mysore contingent of India III, the third group of Peace Corps Volunteers to India.  

Hubli was on the crossroads of the rail system from north to south 

(Poona to Bangalore) and east to west (Hubli to Hyderabad).  It also 

served as a railroad repair depot and employed large numbers of 

Goan Christian workers. Hubli also sat on the main highway (two-

lanes) between Bombay and Bangalore.  Therefore it was centrally 

located to serve as a transport hub. Hubli is located on the high dry 

plateau that stretches across central India.  On the west, Hubli 

borders onto the narrow forested ghats and the coastal stretch of 

Goa. Sandalwood was a major product produced in this forested 

area. A number of wood carvers were located in Hubli and her sister 

city, Dharwar. Surrounding Hubli were numerous small villages and 

vast acreage of cotton, groundnuts and jolwar (sorghum) grain. The 

godowns in lower Hubli were vast storage sheds and product was trucked throughout India. 

Mahilavidyapeeth sat just north of the city center on the main road to Dharwar and onward to 

Bombay. Mahila means ‘girls’ or ‘women” and vidya means ‘school’ or ‘education”. It was a 

school for girls but more than that it was a school for harijan or ‘untouchable’ girls.  

Veerangouda Patil (Appa) founded the 

school just after independence. (The 

picture on the left recognizes Mr. Patil on 

the furthest left upon a visit of the Chief 

Minister.)  He and his wife served at 

Gandhi’s right hand during the struggle 

for independence and were imprisoned 

with Gandhi. They followed his 

principles and founded the school to 

uplift the poor and disenfranchised lower 

castes. Repeatedly Appa would travel 

into the outlying villages and ask the men 

to send their daughters to him to get an 

education.  And low and behold, frightened young women would descend from village buses 
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with their bundles of belongings and become part of the student body. Needless to say, no one 

could afford tuition; so Appa was forever raising funds and talking-up the school to rich and 

politically important people.  Connie and I became prime attractions to the never ending appeal 

for funds.  

Our home 

The compound of Mahilavidyapeeth (MVP) consisted of a row of buildings on one side of a 

central road—the high school and teacher training building, the elementary school building, the 

old grinding shed (girls would grind wheat on stone wheels each day for bread), the small 

cottage for blind students and then the big hostel, where Connie and I lived. Across the dirt road 

from these buildings was a small hut where 

Appa and Awa lived (in Gandhi style), a 

large kitchen garden and an open recreation 

area. Lower on the edge of the compound 

were a row of huts for servants and the 

beginnings of a large brick “prayer hall”.  

That hall was finally finished long after we 

left….but it now serves as an events center 

bringing-in much needed income. (Girls on 

the left are participating in a three legged 

race—part of our recreation program.) 

Connie and I were both Home Economics majors in college and a middle 

daughter of Appa and Awa, Amala (pictured on the right with her son, 

Rajiv) was also a new Home Science graduate from Baroda. So the plan 

was for the three of us to start a home science curriculum for both the 

high school students and also for the two-year post graduate teacher 

training students.  This we did—along with resurrecting two old singer 

treadle-based sewing machines and designing food preparation tables for 

nutrition classes.  In addition to teaching classes, Connie and I each took-

on extra projects considered part of our “Community Development 

Officer” roles with the local Rural and Agriculture Development Block 

Office, to which we were nominally attached!  Connie started a belwadi 

(preschool) in a nearby village and taught a young uneducated woman to serve as teacher.  I, 

MaryLou started a poultry demonstration project and helped expand the student involvement in 

the kitchen garden. We both planned excursions into the nearby villages with the students to 

teach extension nutrition and sanitation lessons to the village women and build smokeless chulas.  

For the students, this was often their only chance to get back to village life. 
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Connie and I were given two bedrooms on the second floor 

of the hostel and also a large area that we developed into a 

kitchen cum dining room. Down the hall we had a shower 

stall and Indian latrine. We both slept in one room (on our 

rope charpoys with mosquito netting) and used the other 

room as a storeroom and work area. Later when the poultry 

project was humming, we mixed rations in this room for 

chicken feed.  During our “innovative period” early-on in 

our stay in Hubli we 

designed a number of 

furnishings.  We built a screened shelf that sat on cans of 

water/kerosene to prevent flies and ants from eating our food 

stores.  We purchased a double sided pottery urn to cool our 

boiled drinking water. We build a mud sided oven with an 

iron plate to try baking with charcoal along with a smokeless 

Chula (which we also promoted in the villages). For our 

dining room we built a sofa cum bed—a platform with 

mattress cushions. Needless to say our colleagues and 

students were impressed with our innovations! 

 

 

Adventures in Poultry Production 

Traditionally families would raise chickens in their backyards—desai chickens of indeterminate 

genetics. These chickens would need to fend for themselves and many chicks would disappear. 

About this time in India, the Peace Corps was promoting confined poultry production for both 

home consumption and income generation. Many of the volunteers in the north were working in 

this area. Given that the MVP had sufficient land to build a small hut for poultry, Appa and Mary 

Lou devised a demonstration project.  Appa would build a building and Mary Lou would provide 

and care for the poultry.  It started off with the design of a rectangular thatched roof building 

with side walls of brick and wire. We had the building built and created a number of bamboo 

troughs and water feeders. We secured saw dust for the bedding.  Now we needed the poultry. 

Luckily there was a Government Poultry Center about an hour by train down the road. Mary Lou 

and her cook, Kristna took the train to the center and purchased 100 unsexed day old chicks. 

They were packed into two large round baskets that we could carry on our heads. We got the 

chicks to the station and began our return journey.  Along the way, many onlookers came by to 

see the chicks, being unaware that such a Poultry hatchery even existed. 
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All was well until we arrived on the outskirts of Hubli. The train stopped at an Octrol Station for 

those of us carrying goods to pay the tax.  This surprised us and low and behold we had no 

money left.  I had underestimated the cost of the trip and had spent every cent.  So we tried to 

talk our way out of any tax. Afterall, we were not going to sell the chicks—they were for 

personal use!  After a deal of wrangling in both English and Kannada, the officer let us go. In 

preparation for our arrival, our local Block Development Office had sent over a huge multi-level 

brooder (which had never been used). We set this up in our kitchen and placed the chicks inside. 

Needless to say we had a steady stream of visitors from throughout the compound and nearby 

neighborhood as the word spread of our new endeavor.  

Our next challenge was securing chicken feed. The Peace Corps had prepared a manual on 

Poultry Husbandry including suggestions for mixing feed. Kristna and I roamed the lower Hubli 

godowns for rice hull, cracked grains, jaggary and other ingredients. These we carried on our 

trusted bicycle back to our compound and set-up a mixing station in our spare bedroom. 

Throughout the life of the project, we mixed rations and changed them as various ingredients 

became available or unavailable. 

Once the chicks got too big for the brooder we transferred them into our two shower stalls, 

separating the males from the females. In the meantime, our building was nearing completion. It 

was time to bring the chickens into their new home.  Again, this transfer created great 

entertainment for the locals.  Over time, we had a steady stream of onlookers. One setback was 

the arrival of a cobra that tried to get into the wire mesh. After repeated attempts to repel him, 

Kristna finally dealt the death blow.  This action was not appreciated by loyal Hindus! 

From my own 4-H training with poultry, I knew that chickens often peck at each other when in 

confined quarters. I didn’t want this to happen as it would deter adoption of poultry rearing. So 

we cut the upper beak slightly so that the two beaks did not meet at the point. This was no 

problem in our case since the birds were eating out of a feed trough.  But when Kristna went to 

the market with some of our roosters to sell for meat, many farmers wanted to buy them for 

breeding stock. But with the shaved beaks they could not forage for themselves and thus were a 

great disappointment. They did make good chicken curry however! 

Our original intent was to produce and sell eggs. Without the roosters’ presence we could sell the 

eggs as “vegetarian eggs”. Not everyone accepted this premise, but we had no trouble finding 

buyers. Unlike American consumers who would purchase a dozen eggs at a time, our customers 

purchased one egg at a time…mainly for the head of the family.  We tried to encourage 

consumption for children to get more protein into their diets, but most families could not afford 

this.   

Our demonstration continued throughout the rest of our stay in Hubli. We never broke even on 

the enterprise, mainly because of our inability to buy staple ingredients in bulk. But we all had 

healthy diets!  When Harry and I first returned to Hubli ten years after we left, we were surprised 
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to find that our cook, Kristna and his wife, Yeshoda continued the enterprise within their own 

small hut.  They were raising poultry for a living! 

Social Life 

As part of the contract between MVP and the Peace Corps we were given two strong Hero 

bicycles.  This was our transport! Daily we used the bikes to ride into town for shopping, to visit 

friends and family members, to go out to the nearby villages and to attend meetings or special 

events.  Each Sunday morning we could be seen riding across town and then up the hill to the 

Catholic Church for Sunday mass. We got to be special guests of the German nuns who served as 

teachers at the Catholic School. They would look for us and bring us into their kitchen after mass 

for a warm bun, cookie or whatever was baking for Sunday lunch! 

We became such a hit at church that we were invited to attend more of the anglo-indian 

community events. They especially wanted us to come to their frequent “dances”. They were 

enamored with western dress and western dance and wanted us to teach them the latest steps!  

This was not our ‘cup of tea’ and we resisted attending.  Finally one time we decided that we 

needed to attend or make enemies of a large group of people.  So we did!!!  It was just as you 

might expect—lots of loud western “big band style” music and dancing right out of the ‘40s and 

‘50s.  Elvis and jitter-bugging was their favorite!  Now that I am talking about the Anglo-Indian 

community I might add that we were often called to people’s homes.  A number of retiree 

families had worked for the British and still maintained their British lifestyles. They would invite 

us to tea and show us their pictures of tiger hunting with the British or attending ‘western-style’ 

parties with smart dresses and formal wear. Actually they were fun to be with as they told 

endless stories of what for them were the ‘good-old-days’!   

Another set of friends were those individuals who had traveled to the states and then returned. 

They loved to invite us over to talk about their lives in the USA.  One couple of doctors at the 

nearby Medical College were especially good friends. When they returned from the states they 

brought with them a number of small appliances. So they 

would make jello, cake or ice cream (in ice cube trays) as 

special treats for us.  One night, I was returning home from 

dinner with them on my bicycle and had an accident!  The 

stars were out and they were so bright and alluring that I kept 

looking up into the sky as I was peddling….and landed in a 

ditch!  My bike was OK but I hurt my hand and still have a 

scar on my finger from that injury! 

One of the Indian families that became a second home for us 

were the Mirjankars.  They lived across the main road from 

our gate. The whole family was involved in petrol stations and 

transport. The father had been born in Goa and ran a local bus 
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route from Panjim to Belgaum. Later he established a line of petrol stations on the main road 

from Bombay to Bangalore. Both of his sons worked in this business. But there was a daughter 

just our age, Sharmala. She was still studying in the Commerce College when we arrived.  

(Sharmala is pictured above with her two daughters and oldest son, upon our ten year return to 

Hubli.) We became very good friends with her and had a weekly invitation to join the family for 

Sunday dinner.  The father prided himself on being the cook, one day a week, to relieve his wife 

of the burden.  Also she was strictly vegetarian and he prepared nonveg meals on Sunday.  So it 

was also a treat for us to have shrimp, chicken, or mutton dishes on these occasions. 

Dharwar 

Just up the road about 45 minutes by bus was the Agriculture University of Dharwar, the 

Gramsevek Training Center, Horticulture Society gardens and a number of agriculture related 

businesses. The climate in Dharwar was slightly cooler than Hubli and it was ideal for fruit 

production and horticultural products. The Ministry of Agriculture complex was there.  

 Jim and Helen Hayes were assigned to the Gramsevek Training Center and lived on their 

campus.  They were our closest Peace Corps neighbors. We really didn’t see them that often as 

the Center was some distance from city center and required waiting for a local bus to get there. 

In the Indian agricultural education system, each state Ag University had an extension arm, but 

in addition, the government Ministry of Agriculture sponsored extension training centers 

independent of the Universities.  This training center trained both male and female youth for 

work in agriculture, horticulture and home science. Thus both Helen and Jim were engaged in 

teaching. From our point-of-view, Helen and Jim were in the boonies!  They lived in a line of 

concrete houses with other faculty but faced a dry isolated landscape.  They were cut off from 

the city and any social life except for the center….but in reality we never heard them complain. 

But Connie and I felt lucky to be in Hubli!   

Functions 

From day one, Connie and I engaged a local teacher to help us learn Kannada. In addition, the 

students who lived in our hostel loved to come around in the evenings to talk. They wanted to 

learn English and in exchange, they would 

teach us Kannada. We got to the point 

where we could teach in Kannada (with 

lots of visual aids) and could occasionally 

speak to a group in halting first-grade 

Kannada. “Functions” occurred 

frequently. Whenever a special guest 

arrived, in celebration of a holiday or a 

personal achievement, or just because a 

cultural event was called for—the faculty 
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and student body would assemble for a ‘function’. Often Connie 

and I would be required to sit at the front table at these affairs and 

usually we were asked to ‘say-a-few-words’. In anticipation of 

these times we would write out our “speeches” and try to read them 

in phonetic Kannada.  It worked OK as everyone was pleased that 

we tried to speak their language….it also was entertaining and 

everyone laughed a lot!  Another task that we assumed was being 

the foreign guest at civic clubs. In the photo on the right, Connie 

and I are arriving in Gadag upon the invitation of the local Rotary 

Club. 

Male Attention 

Being single young women, we attracted some unwanted attention from the local male 

population. One set of young men were students at the Agriculture University in Dharwar who 

came to visit us on numerous 

occasions. Officially they were 

interested in learning about life in the 

USA as they had high hopes of going 

to graduate school in the states. 

Unofficially, I think they got a lot of 

praise from their peers for having 

American “girl friends”!  

 

Another group of males were the local truck drivers that passed our gate on their way to either 

Bangalore or Bombay.  At first it was just a friendly wave and greeting when they saw us…later 

becoming more personal with a stop and short visit.  One day we told an especially friendly 

driver that we were traveling to Bangalore shortly. Bangalore was an overnight train trip from 

Hubli. Actually we were going to attend one of our scheduled India III conferences that 

happened about once every six months. This was the first for just the Mysore group. 

Immediately, the driver said that we should go with him as he was also scheduled to travel to 

Bangalore.  Well, niave as we were, we accepted the invitation. We had never traveled that far 

by road and thought it would be good to see the countryside.  Well, it turned out to be a rude 

awakening!  As soon as we started off—driver, Connie, me and assistant driver crammed into the 

front seat of a huge lorry—the drinking started. They would pass a bottle of whiskey across, 

offering some to us which we refused.  This continued practically the whole way to Bangalore.  

Once or twice we stopped at a roadside truck stop. The drivers would get out and take tea and 

snacks and then rest on rope charpoys that were arranged for such a purpose under a tree.  Young 

women brought them drinks and kept them company.  At such times, Connie and I would look 

for a way to escape; but no other travelers seemed to stop at these places! We finally arrived in 
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Bangalore late in the afternoon. We stopped in a large field with many other trucks, perhaps a 

registration or toll station just outside of the city.  We immediately asked if there was a phone 

around so that we could call our Peace Corps colleagues to get directions to our conference. We 

spoke to Briscoe. He immediately said to stay put and that he would come for us.  So John and 

Hal Marz arrive in a taxi to rescue us!  Were they ever mad at us—reprimanding us for traveling 

with truck drivers!!! They accused us thereafter of “rolling into Bangalore”—both in reference to 

our being overweight and in the company of unscrupulous men! 

That conference turned out to be our first chance to visit with other PCVs. We actually had no 

knowledge of where others lived and what they did….and we never really found out any of that 

stuff.  We were too busy socializing.  Hal and John had spent a great deal of time planning a 

barbeque. They found charcoal, went to the gole market to find beef/buffalo steaks and had all 

the trimmings.  That first night we gathered for the feast!  Well, it was alittle dark in the yard so 

we didn’t really see what we were eating.  The meat, although marinated all afternoon, was 

extremely tough…we could not even chew it.  The veggies were strange, an attempt at western 

dishes. But the drinks were great—right out of the US Embassy stocks! (Mysore state as well as 

most of India was dry, so only private stocks were available.) So we all had a great time until the 

next morning when the “xactly” hit us! 

The Patil Family 

The Patil family was an old and respected Lingyiat family 

in the community. Appa, the family head was a retired 

educator and very active in the independence movement. 

His oldest daughter, Lila was the lieutenant governor of 

our state in the previous administration. His son-in-law, 

Mr. Magadi was the head of the Khadi Grammadog in the 

nearby village and head of the statewide Khadi 

organization. His two older 

sons were prosperous 

businessmen with access to 

scarce government contracts. 

His middle daughter, Amala, 

was our peer contact person 

and his youngest daughter 

was a schoolgirl. Although 

Appa (father) and Awa 

(mother) lived a very simple 

lifestyle in a mud floored hut, 

they were seriously committed to the education of girls.  Although 

Appa did most of the politicking, Awa was quietly adopting orphan 

children, rehabbing babies and children from malnutrition and serving as helpmate to whatever 
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and whomever needed assistance. She spoke no English, but served as a wonderful teacher as 

Connie and I would sit with her while she cooked and learned to make various preparations. 

(Pictured above is Lilaby with a child upon our ten year return to Hubli. Above is Appa and Awa 

dressed in their traditional and daily Khadi grab.) Although Appa and Awa lived within the MVP 

compound, the rest of the family lived just beyond the gates in Vidyanagar. There was a big 

multi-apartment traditional family home and three or four single family homes for the oldest 

brothers and daughter. Some of the single women teachers at MVP also lived in the traditional 

family home. (When Amala was widowed within a few years of our stay, she moved into this 

family home to raise her children.)  Now, whenever Harry and I visit Hubli we stay with the next 

oldest daughter, Luxmi (the physician) and the son-in-law, also named Patil who  manages a 

concrete pipe company that installs water and sewage lines through-out northern Karnataka. One 

of the older sons, Patil, manages the big Khadi complex.  Mr. Magadi and Lilaby have both 

passed, along with Appa and Awa. 

  Scenes from Hubli in the 1960’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Women washing on riverbank 

Parking lot 
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John Reid, Willie Hankins, Connie 

Sherman and Mary Lou Pass at a 

wedding in Bombay. 
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Hubli Market Traditional Dancer 
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Hubli Market 

Arriving for a function. 

USIS Party for departing Indian students to USA 
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Home Science education materials 

Small Child dancing for group. 

At an MVP function! 


